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Inapropriado para mais 99% das espécies: uma crítica a “River-barrier
hypothesis” e demonstração de uma hipótese alternativa para explicar
duas espécies distribuídas alopatricamente por grandes rios
RESUMO:
A importância de grandes rios como barreiras geográficas para dispersão
das espécies e como critério para definir áreas de endemismo para várias
linhagens filogenéticas na Amazônia ainda é controversa. Dispersão através
dos rios é comum, indicando que a maioria dos rios não são barreiras físicas
absolutas para a dispersão de espécies. Nesse sentido, nós testamos a
capacidade da hipótese de grandes rios para explicar padrões de
diversidade de espécies e limites de distribuição espacial para 1952
espécies facilmente detectáveis que ocorrem ao redor do rio Madeira
(Capítulo 1); e levantamos a questão de por que indivíduos de espécies
semelhantes que atravessam os rios não resultam na exclusão competitiva
de uma das espécies (Capítulo 2). No Capítulo 1, nossos resultados
indicaram que a hipótese de que o rio Madeira é a borda entre áreas de
endemismo e explica grande parte da diversidade encontrada na região foi
inadequada para mais de 99% das espécies. No Capítulo 2, nosso estudo
demonstrou que processos neutros associados à dispersão reduzida através
dos rios podem manter espécies competitivamente idênticas distribuídas
alopatricamente por

centenas de

gerações.

Em conclusão, nossos

resultados indicam que hipóteses alternativas devem ser propostas para
explicar os limites das distribuições de espécies, bem como uma revisão
dos critérios que são usados para determinar as áreas de endemismo; e que
processos neutros e dispersão reduzida por um grande rio, fornecem um
mecanismo potencial para a manutenção da biodiversidade amazônica,
facilitando potencialmente outros processos, como deriva genética e
adaptação local que podem resultar em isolamento reprodutivo.
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Inappropriate for > 99% of species: a critique of river-barrier hypothesis and
demonstration

of

an

alternative

hypothesis

to

explain

two

allopatrically-distributed species by large rivers

ABSTRACT:
The importance of the large rivers as geographical barriers for dispersal of
species and as a criterion for defining the limit of species-endemism areas
for several phylogenetic lineages in the Amazon is still controversial.
Dispersal across rivers is common, indicating that most rivers are not
absolute physical barriers for species dispersal. Therefore, we tested the
ability of the river-barrier hypothesis to explain patterns of species diversity
and spatial-distribution limits for 1952 easily-detected species that occur
around the Madeira River (Chapter 1); and raised the question of why
individuals of similar species crossing rivers does not result in the
competitive exclusion of one of the species (Chapter 2). In the Chapter 1,
our results indicated that the hypothesis that the Madeira River is the
border between endemism areas and explains much of the diversity found
in the region was inappropriate for >99% of species. In the Chapter 2, our
study showed that neutral processes associated with reduced dispersal
across rivers can maintain competitively identical species allopatrically
distributed for hundreds of generations. In conclusion, our results indicates
that alternative hypotheses should be proposed to explain the limits of
distributions of species, as well as a revision of the criteria that are used to
determine species-endemism areas; and that neutral processes and
reduced dispersal across rivers provides a potential mechanism for the
maintenance of Amazonian biodiversity by potentially facilitating other
processes, such as genetic drift and local adaptation that can result in
definitive reproductive isolation.
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LISTA DE FIGURAS
CAPÍTULO 1
Figure 1 - Estimates of the proportion of species with detectability >50% in
each taxonomic or functional group that had their distributions limited by
the Madeira River (Dark gray). Light-gray bars show the proportion of
species for which the Madeira River was not a geographic barrier. Numbers
in parentheses denote the number of species in each taxonomic or
functional group.
Figure 2 - Evidence suggesting that the Madeira River could have functioned
as a vicariance barrier for Callicebus brunneus and Callicebus dubius. a)
Phylogenetic hypothesis of small, large and non-flying mammals (72 spp); b)
Vicariance hypothesis; and c) Species distributions along the Madeira River;
black squares represent known occurrence of C. brunneus, and gray
squares represent known occurrence of C. dubius; the black solid line
represents the Madeira River; the red solid line represents the Madre de
Dios River in Bolivia and the dashed line represents the Amazon River. See
Supplementary Figure S7 online for detailed phylogenetic hypotheses
associated with species distributions along Madeira River (right or left bank
of the river). Map generated using QGIS v2.18 (http://www.qgis.org).
Figure 4 - Location of study area (maps generated using QGIS v2.18,
http://www.qgis.org). a) Section of the river investigated (red square); and b)
Location of sample grids (black dots) along the Madeira River (see
sample-grid details in Fig.S8).

VI

Figure S1 - Species distributions limited by the Madeira River; yellow dots
represents

current

distributions

of Lepidothrix

coronata; blue

dots

represents current distributions of Hypocnemis peruviana; and red dots
represents

current distributions

of Rhegmatorhina hoffmannsi. Map

generated using QGIS v2.18 (http://www.qgis.org).
Figure S2 - Distribution of Saguinus labiatus labiatus (Orange dots) limited
by

the

Madeira

River.

Map

generated

using

QGIS

v2.18

(http://www.qgis.org).
Figure S3 - Phylogenetic hypothesis for anuran species (98) with
distributions limited by or crossing the Madeira River; red squares indicate
species recorded on both banks of the river; black squares indicate species
recorded only on the right bank of the river (Rondonia endemism area); and
gray squares indicate species recorded only on the left bank of the river
(Inambari endemism area).
Figure S4 - Phylogenetic hypothesis for lizards (excluding snakes) species
(35) with distributions limited by or crossing the Madeira River; red squares
indicate species recorded on both banks of the river; black squares indicate
species recorded only on the right bank of the river (Rondonia endemism
area); and gray squares indicate species recorded only on the left bank of
the river (Inambari endemism area).
Figure S5 - Phylogenetic hypothesis for snakes species (66) with
distributions limited by or crossing the Madeira River; red squares indicate
species recorded on both banks of the river; black squares indicate species
recorded only on the right bank of the river (Rondonia endemism area); and
gray squares indicate species recorded only on the left bank of the river
(Inambari endemism area).
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Figure S6 - Phylogenetic hypothesis for small and large non-flying mammals
species (72) with distributions limited by or crossing the Madeira River; red
squares indicate species recorded on both banks of the river; black squares
indicate species recorded only on the right bank of the river (Rondonia
endemism area); and gray squares indicate species recorded only on the
left bank of the river (Inambari endemism area).
Figure S7 - Phylogenetic hypothesis for Aves species (446 spp) with
distributions limited by or crossing the Madeira River; red squares indicate
species recorded on both banks of the river; black squares indicate species
recorded only on the right bank of the river (Rondonia endemism area); and
gray squares indicate species recorded only on the left bank of the river
(Inambari endemism area).
Figure S8 - Sample grid details. Each grid (black dots in Fig.1B) was
composed of two parallel 5-km long trails (dashed line) with 14 permanent
sampling plots (blue dots) positioned 0, 500, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000 and
5000 m from the river bank. Blue line indicate the limit of the flooded area in
Madeira River.
CAPÍTULO 2
Figure 1. Hypothetical example of model dynamics. The colors green and
yellow represent the two species; species A and species B, respectively. The
solid blue line in the middle of the grid represents the river (i.e. indicates
where the degree of river permeability reducing the chance of either
species crossing). Letters represent how the species were arranged on the
grid before starting the simulation, and the local rules that were applied
simultaneously in each time step in the model. (a) Each side on the grid was
completely occupied by only one species; (b) individuals of both species
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went extinct locally with probability equal to 0.05 (white squares on the grid
represent where the individuals died); and (c) if a empty site should be
colonized after mortality of an individual, the probability of an individual of a
particular species colonizing an empty site depended on four factors: (i) the
sum of individuals of this species in its neighborhood (the neighborhood is
indicated by black outline); (ii) the sum of individuals of this species in its
neighborhood that were on the opposite side of the grid (i.e individuals in
the left or right side of the river); (iii) the degree of river permeability (DRP);
and (iv) the size of the neighborhood. In the example, the empty site has a
78% chance of being colonized by species B.
Figure 2. Matrix representations of the neighborhood sizes and weights
assigned for each individual depending on the distance from the empty site.
(a) Relative abilities of species to disperse in our simulations were as follows:
Dispersal 1, very low dispersal ability; Dispersal 2, low; Dispersal 3, medium;
Dispersal 4, high; and Dispersal 5, very high. (b) Neighborhood weights in
relation to distance from the empty site that were used in simulations.
Figure 3. Magnitude of generations before a species goes extinct on both
banks of the river when the river reduces the chance of either species
crossing. (a) Comparison of the magnitude of generations before extinction
with river-barrier (solid black circles) and in the absence of the river (solid
red circle). Numbers within parentheses are the number of generations and
numbers outside parentheses are the degrees of river permeability. The
letters p are the p-values of one sample t-test and Wilcoxon test; p = 0
indicates p < 0.0001. (b) to (f) are the relationships between number of
generations before a species goes extinct and degrees of river permeability.
In sequence, each letter represents the abilities of a species to disperse
(Dispersal 1 to 5).
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Figure 4. Magnitude of extinction rates when the river reduces the chance of
either species crossing. (a) Comparison of the magnitude of extinction rates
with river-barrier (solid black circles) and in the absence of the river (solid
red circle). Numbers within parentheses are the number of simulations that
resulted in the extinction of one species at the end of the 500 generations
and numbers outside parentheses are the degrees of river permeability. The
letters p are the p-values of one sample t-test and Wilcoxon test; p = 0
indicates p < 0.0001. (b) to (f) are the relationships between number of
generations before a species goes extinct and degrees of river permeability.
In sequence, each letter represents the abilities of a species to disperse
(Dispersal 1 to 5).
Figure 5. Spatial patterns in simulations at local scale. The blue and green
colors represent the two species and red squares represent empty sites on
the grid created after individual mortality. The solid line on the middle of the
grid indicates where the condition (degree of river permeability) reduced
the chance of either species crossing. Letters represent the degrees of river
permeability in each row. (a) 0.01; (b) 0.05; (c) 0.10; (d) 0.20; (e) 0.50; e
(f) 1.
Figure 6. Estimates of the proportion of area occupied on opposite sides of
the grid by individuals that crossed the river (right to left side and vice-versa)
over generations at local scale. Green area represents individuals that
started the simulation on the right side of the grid and blue area the
individuals that started the simulation on the left side. Letters represent the
abilities of a species to disperse. (a) Dispersal 1, very low; (b) Dispersal 2,
low; (c) Dispersal 3, medium; (d) Dispersal 4, high; and (e) Dispersal 5, very
high. The columns represent the degrees of river permeability: 0.01, 0.05,
0.10, 0.20, 0.50, e 1; respectively.
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Figure 7. Spatial patterns in simulations at regional scale. The blue and
green colors represent the two species and red squares represent empty
sites on the grid created after individual mortality. The solid line on the
middle of the grid indicates where the condition (degree of river
permeability) reduced the chance of either species crossing. Letters
represent the degrees of river permeability in each row. (a) 0.01; (b) 0.05;
(c) 0.10; (d) 0.20; (e) 0.50; e (f) 1.
Figure 8. Estimates of the proportion of area occupied on opposite sides of
the grid by individuals that crossed the river (right to left side and vice-versa)
over generations at regional scale. Green area represents individuals that
started the simulation on the right side of the grid and blue area the
individuals that started the simulation on the left side. Letters represent the
abilities of a species to disperse. (a) Dispersal 1, very low; (b) Dispersal 2,
low; (c) Dispersal 3, medium; (d) Dispersal 4, high; and (e) Dispersal 5, very
high. The columns represent the degrees of river permeability: 0.01, 0.05,
0.10, 0.20, 0.50, e 1; respectively.
Fig. S1.1. Spatial patterns in simulations at local scale (Dispersal 1). The
blue and green colors represent the two species and red squares represent
empty sites on the grid created after individual mortality. The solid line in
the middle of the grid indicates where the condition (degree of river
permeability) reduced the chance of either species crossing. Letters
represent the degrees of river permeability in each row. (a) 0.01; (b) 0.05;
(c) 0.10; (d) 0.20; (e) 0.30; (f) 0.40; (g) 0.50; (h) 0.60; (i) 0.70; (j) 0.80; (k)
0.90; (l) 0.95; (m) 0.99; e (n) 1.
Fig. S2.2. Spatial patterns in simulations at local scale (Dispersal 2). The
blue and green colors represent the two species and red squares represent
XI

empty sites on the grid created after individual mortality. The solid line in
the middle of the grid indicates where the condition (degree of river
permeability) reduced the chance of either species crossing. Letters
represent the degrees of river permeability in each row. (a) 0.01; (b) 0.05;
(c) 0.10; (d) 0.20; (e) 0.30; (f) 0.40; (g) 0.50; (h) 0.60; (i) 0.70; (j) 0.80; (k)
0.90; (l) 0.95; (m) 0.99; e (n) 1.
Fig. S3.3. Spatial patterns in simulations at local scale (Dispersal 3). The
blue and green colors represent the two species and red squares represent
empty sites on the grid created after individual mortality. The solid line in
the middle of the grid indicates where the condition (degree of river
permeability) reduced the chance of either species crossing. Letters
represent the degrees of river permeability in each row. (a) 0.01; (b) 0.05;
(c) 0.10; (d) 0.20; (e) 0.30; (f) 0.40; (g) 0.50; (h) 0.60; (i) 0.70; (j) 0.80; (k)
0.90; (l) 0.95; (m) 0.99; e (n) 1.
Fig. S4.4. Spatial patterns in simulations at local scale (Dispersal 4). The
blue and green colors represent the two species and red squares represent
empty sites on the grid created after individual mortality. The solid line in
the middle of the grid indicates where the condition (degree of river
permeability) reduced the chance of either species crossing. Letters
represent the degrees of river permeability in each row. (a) 0.01; (b) 0.05;
(c) 0.10; (d) 0.20; (e) 0.30; (f) 0.40; (g) 0.50; (h) 0.60; (i) 0.70; (j) 0.80; (k)
0.90; (l) 0.95; (m) 0.99; e (n) 1.
Fig. S5.5. Spatial patterns in simulations at local scale (Dispersal 5). The
blue and green colors represent the two species and red squares represent
empty sites on the grid created after individual mortality. The solid line in
the middle of the grid indicates where the condition (degree of river
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permeability) reduced the chance of either species crossing. Letters
represent the degrees of river permeability in each row. (a) 0.01; (b) 0.05;
(c) 0.10; (d) 0.20; (e) 0.30; (f) 0.40; (g) 0.50; (h) 0.60; (i) 0.70; (j) 0.80; (k)
0.90; (l) 0.95; (m) 0.99; e (n) 1.
Fig. S7.7. Spatial patterns in simulations at regional scale (Dispersal 1). The
blue and green colors represent the two species and red squares represent
empty sites on the grid created after individual mortality. The solid line in
the middle of the grid indicates where the condition (degree of river
permeability) reduced the chance of either species crossing. Letters
represent the degrees of river permeability in each row. (a) 0.01; (b) 0.05;
(c) 0.10; (d) 0.20; (e) 0.30; (f) 0.40; (g) 0.50; (h) 0.60; (i) 0.70; (j) 0.80; (k)
0.90; (l) 0.95; (m) 0.99; e (n) 1.
Fig. S8.8. Spatial patterns in simulations at regional scale (Dispersal 2). The
blue and green colors represent the two species and red squares represent
empty sites on the grid created after individual mortality. The solid line in
the middle of the grid indicates where the condition (degree of river
permeability) reduced the chance of either species crossing. Letters
represent the degrees of river permeability in each row. (a) 0.01; (b) 0.05;
(c) 0.10; (d) 0.20; (e) 0.30; (f) 0.40; (g) 0.50; (h) 0.60; (i) 0.70; (j) 0.80; (k)
0.90; (l) 0.95; (m) 0.99; e (n) 1.
Fig. S9.9. Spatial patterns in simulations at regional scale (Dispersal 3). The
blue and green colors represent the two species and red squares represent
empty sites on the grid created after individual mortality. The solid line in
the middle of the grid indicates where the condition (degree of river
permeability) reduced the chance of either species crossing. Letters
represent the degrees of river permeability in each row. (a) 0.01; (b) 0.05;
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(c) 0.10; (d) 0.20; (e) 0.30; (f) 0.40; (g) 0.50; (h) 0.60; (i) 0.70; (j) 0.80; (k)
0.90; (l) 0.95; (m) 0.99; e (n) 1.
Fig. S10.10. Spatial patterns in simulations at regional scale (Dispersal 4).
The blue and green colors represent the two species and red squares
represent empty sites on the grid created after individual mortality. The
solid line in the middle of the grid indicates where the condition (degree of
river permeability) reduced the chance of either species crossing. Letters
represent the degrees of river permeability in each row. (a) 0.01; (b) 0.05;
(c) 0.10; (d) 0.20; (e) 0.30; (f) 0.40; (g) 0.50; (h) 0.60; (i) 0.70; (j) 0.80; (k)
0.90; (l) 0.95; (m) 0.99; e (n) 1.
Fig. S11.11. Spatial patterns in simulations at regional scale (Dispersal 5).
The blue and green colors represent the two species and red squares
represent empty sites on the grid created after individual mortality. The
solid line in the middle of the grid indicates where the condition (degree of
river permeability) reduced the chance of either species crossing. Letters
represent the degrees of river permeability in each row. (a) 0.01; (b) 0.05;
(c) 0.10; (d) 0.20; (e) 0.30; (f) 0.40; (g) 0.50; (h) 0.60; (i) 0.70; (j) 0.80; (k)
0.90; (l) 0.95; (m) 0.99; e (n) 1.
Fig. S12.12. Estimates of the proportion of area occupied on opposite sides
of the grid by individuals that crossed the river (right to left side and
vice-versa) over generations at regional scale. Green area represents
individuals that started the simulation on the right side of the grid and blue
area the individuals that started the simulation on the left side. Letters
represent the degrees of river permeability in each row. (a) 0.01; (b) 0.05;
(c) 0.10; (d) 0.20; (e) 0.30; (f) 0.40; (g) 0.50; (h) 0.60; (i) 0.70; (j) 0.80; (k)
0.90; (l) 0.95; (m) 0.99; e (n) 1. In sequence, the columns represent the
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abilities of a species to disperse(Dispersal 1 to 5).
Fig. S13.13. Estimates of the proportion of area occupied on opposite sides
of the grid by individuals that crossed the river (right to left side and
vice-versa) over generations at local scale. Green area represents
individuals that started the simulation on the right side of the grid and blue
area the individuals that started the simulation on the left side. Letters
represent the degrees of river permeability in each row. (a) 0.01; (b) 0.05;
(c) 0.10; (d) 0.20; (e) 0.30; (f) 0.40; (g) 0.50; (h) 0.60; (i) 0.70; (j) 0.80; (k)
0.90; (l) 0.95; (m) 0.99; e (n) 1. In sequence, the columns represent the
abilities of a species to disperse(Dispersal 1 to 5).
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INTRODUÇÃO GERAL
A presença ou ausência de indivíduos de uma espécie em um dado local
pode ser atribuída a diversos fatores, como a estrutura física do ambiente
(Coudun & Gégout 2007), clima (Arundel 2005, Battisti et al. 2006, Parker &
Andrews 2007), interações bióticas (doenças e parasitas, Hochberg & Ives
1999, Briers 2003; predação, Bruelheide & Scheidel 1999, Holt & Barfield
2009; interações interespecíficas, Case et al. 2005; competição, Case &
Taper 2000, Cadena & Loiselle 2007, Price & Kirkpatrick 2009, Gutiérrez et
al. 2014) e dispersão (Hubbell 2001, Dytham 2009, De Meester et al. 2014).
No entanto, o fator principal afetando o limite da distribuição de uma
espécie pode depender da escala da investigação (Levin 1992, McGill 2010,
Shipley et al. 2012, Chalmandrier et al. 2017).
Em escalas mais abrangentes na Amazônia, muitos estudos sugerem a
hipótese de que as distribuições de espécies pudessem ser limitadas por
grandes rios amazônicos (Wallace 1852, Ribas et al. 2012). De acordo com
essa hipótese, é esperado que o limite das distribuições das espécies
frequentemente coincidiriam com grandes rios e que grandes rios
subdividam uma população impedindo o fluxo gênico entre indivíduos e
promovendo divergência genética entre elas, aumentando a oportunidade
para especiação alopátrica (Wiley 1988). Está hipótese é comumente
referida na literatura como “river-barrier hypothesis” e tem sido utilizada
para indicar possíveis áreas de endemismo para vários taxa na Amazônia
(Cracraft 1985, Da Silva et al. 2005). Porém, a hipótese que grandes rios
amazônicos são barreiras geográficas para dispersão das espécies ainda é
controversa e tem sido questionada para muitos taxa.
Existem evidências indicando que os rios funcionam como barreiras
geográficas dependendo das suas

larguras e descargas (Ayres &

Clutton-Brock 1992); das características de história natural que poderiam
1

afetar a habilidade de uma espécie atravessar para margem oposta
(Moraes et al. 2016); e da combinação entre esses dois fatores (Hayes &
Sewlal 2004, Nazareno et al. 2017). Outros estudos notaram que a
distribuição de muitas espécies de diferentes grupos taxonômicos não são
limitadas pela presença de rios (e.g. Gascon et al. 1998, Lougheed et al.
1999, Fairley et al. 2002, Dambros et al. 2016); que a presença de uma
espécie ecologicamente similar na margem oposta é mais importante para
limitar a distribuição dos organismos do que a presença do rio (Boubli et al.
2015); e que pares de taxa separados por grandes rios tinham diferentes
tempos de divergência, demonstrando que o rio foi uma barreira física que
limitou a expansão das espécies que divergiram em outro lugar (Naka &
Brumfield 2018)

.

Alternativa a hipótese que grandes rios são barreiras geográficas
causadora de especiação através de vicariância, raros eventos de dispersão
através da paisagem tem sido utilizado como explicação para a distribuição
de taxa irmãos em áreas de endemismo delimitados por grandes rios
(Lynch-Alfaro et al. 2015, Byrne et al. 2018) e como mecanismo de
especiação na Amazônia (Burney & Brumfield 2009, Fernandes et al. 2014,
Smith et al. 2014, Dexter et al. 2017). Porém, a dispersão através do rio não
é um evento raro. Por exemplo, Tupinambis longilineus (2 indivíduos) e
Anolis phyllorhinus (1 indivíduo) foram registrados na margem direita de um
rio comumente considerado a borda de uma área de endemismo e limite de
distribuição para essas espécies (Moraes et al. 2017, 2019). Padrão similar
foi observado para as espécies Saimiri sciureus e Saimiri Collinsi ao longo
das margens norte e sul do rio Amazonas (Mercês et al. 2015). Outras
evidências que a dispersão através de um grande rio é comum foram
apresentadas por (Hayes & Sewlal 2004, Moraes et al. 2016). Ambos
estudos relataram que existem pequenas populações de espécies nas
margens opostas de onde está a maioria dos indivíduos. Em geral, esses
2

estudos evidenciam que grandes rios podem manter a maioria dos
indivíduos das espécies alopatricamente distribuídas mesmo que o rio não é
uma barreira geográfica total para dispersão das espécies.
Os estudos que providenciaram as evidências mais fortes a favor da
hipótese que rios são entre os mais importantes geradores da diversidade
biológica

amazônica

enfocaram

poucos

grupos

taxonômicos

(e.g.

Fernandes et al. 2012, Ribas et al. 2012, Boubli et al. 2015) e não existem
estimativas de qual proporção das espécies de animais amazônicos tem
suas distribuições limitadas por grandes rios. As numerosas exeções da
“river-barrier hypothesis” sugere que avaliar a importância de grandes rios
como geradores de diversidade de espécies amazônicas (Wallace 1852,
Ribas et al. 2012) e como limites de centros de endemismos (Da Silva et al.
2005) baseados simplesmente nas observações de espécies ou linhagens
irmãs em margens opostas de um grande rio (e.g. Hall & Harvey 2002), ou
quando o limite da distribuição de uma espécie coincidir com um grande rio
(e.g Pomara et al. 2014) tem sérias limitações e que hipóteses alternativas
deveriam ser propostas para explicar o limite da distribuição das espécies.

3

OBJETIVOS
Testar a habilidade da hipótese dos grandes rios como explicação para o
padrão da diversidade e limite para distribuição das espécies ao redor do
Rio Madeira; e propor uma hipótese para explicar o limite da distribuição
das espécies quando o rio não for uma barreira vicariante.
OBJETIVOS ESPECÍFICOS
Capítulo 1: Estimar a proporção de espécies em 14 diferentes grupos
taxonômicos

[Hymenoptera

(Apidae),

Hymenoptera

(Formicidae),

Coleoptera, Lepidoptera, Isoptera, Orthoptera, Serpentes, Lagartos, Anura,
Chiroptera, Primatas, Pequenos mamíferos (Didelphimorphia, Rodentia),
Grandes mamíferos (Rodentia, Pilosa, Ungulados, Carnivora, Artiodactyla,
Cingulata) e Aves] que tiveram sua distribuição limitada pelo rio e o número
de espécies que existiam evidências que o rio funcionou como uma barreira
vicariante causando especiação.
Capítulo 2: Demonstrar que sob dinâmica da teoria neutra, duas espécies
competitivamente

idênticas

podem

permanecer

alopatricamente

distribuídas quando o rio apenas reduz a chance de uma espécies
atravessar para a outra margem.

4

Capítulo 1
___________________________________________________________________
Sergio Santorelli Jr., William E. Magnusson & Claudia P. Deus. 2018. Most
species are not limited by an Amazonia river postulated to be a border
between endemism areas. Scientific Reports,8:2294
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Abstract
At broad scales in the Amazon, it is often hypothesized that species
distributions are limited by geographical barriers, such as large rivers (river-barrier
hypothesis). This hypothesis has been used to explain the spatial-distribution limits
of species and to indicate endemism areas for several phylogenetic lineages. We
tested the ability of the river-barrier hypothesis to explain patterns of species
diversity and spatial-distribution limits for 1952 easily-detected species in 14
taxonomic groups that occur around the Madeira River, and our results indicate
that the hypothesis that the Madeira River is the border between endemism areas
and explains much of the diversity found in the region is inappropriate for >99% of
species. This indicates that alternative hypotheses should be proposed to explain
the limits of distributions of species around the Madeira River, as well as a revision
of the criteria that are used to determine species-endemism areas.
Introduction
Presence or absence of individuals of a species in the Amazon can be attributed
to multiple factors. At local scales, habitat characteristics have been identified as
6

the main determinants of the distribution of various of plants1–4, lizards5,
anurans6,7, snakes8, ants9, mammals10–12, termites13 and birds14,15. However, at
broader scales, it is often hypothesized that species distributions are mainly
related to dispersal limitation caused by geographical barriers, such as large
rivers16,17. This explanation is commonly referred to as the "river-barrier
hypothesis".
Wallace18 was one of the first to hypothesize that the distributions of
Amazonian species could be limited by large Amazonian rivers, such as the Negro,
Amazon and Madeira Rivers. According to the modern interpretation of this
hypothesis, large rivers are expected to subdivide a population to the point of
preventing gene flow between individuals in different areas and to promote
genetic divergence between them, increasing the opportunity for allopatric
speciation19,20. If this hypothesis is correct, it is expected that (i) sister species or
lineages will be on opposite river banks21,22,23, (ii) the similarity in species

composition will be greater in localities on the same bank (adjacent sites) than
sites on opposite banks separated by the same distance24,25,26,27 and (iii) the
boundaries of species distributions will coincide with large rivers21–28.
The river-barrier hypothesis has been used to explain the spatial-distribution
limits of species and to indicate possible endemism areas29,30 for several
phylogenetic lineages in the several taxa in the Amazon (e.g.
primates23,24,lizards17,28, anurans16,17,25, butterflies21, birds22,26,27,31). The
hypothesized endemism areas delimited by rivers have been used as surrogates in
conservation planning30. However, this hypothesis is not always accepted and the
role of rivers as the limits to endemism areas has been questioned for many
taxa13,17,26,27,31–41. For example, the effects of the Tapajós River (for amphibians
and squamates17) and the Amazon River (for birds26) as barriers depend on the
life-history characteristics of the species. Dambrós et al.13 showed that sites
separated by large geographic distances had distinct termite-species composition
7

and most of the broad-scale variation in species composition could be explained
either by spatial predictors or differences in environmental conditions between
regions, and not by large rivers, such as the Madeira, Negro, Branco and Amazon.
In the majority of the studies that accepted the river-barrier hypothesis, the
conclusions were based on studies with few species20,23 and on the assumed
absence of species on one bank16,17,24. In addition, rivers vary in discharge and
width, and these two factors have been considered important in determining when
large rivers function as geographic barriers to species dispersal24,36,42. Therefore,
the acceptance or rejection of the hypothesis may depend mainly on the species
and river investigated. These two factors together make it difficult to generalize
the importance of large rivers as effective geographical barriers to the distribution
of Amazonian species and as a possible hypothesis to explain the species diversity
found in the region.
In this study, we estimated the proportion of species in different taxonomic
groups [Hymenoptera (Apidae), Hymenoptera (Formicidae), Coleoptera,
Lepidoptera, Isoptera, Orthoptera, Snakes, Lizards (excluding snakes), Anura,
Chiroptera, Primates, Small mammals (Didelphimorphia, Rodentia), Large
mammals (Rodentia, Pilosa, Ungulados, Carnivora, Artiodactyla, Cingulata) and
Birds] that have their distributions limited by a river (the generic hypothesis of the
river as a barrier) and the number of species for which there is evidence (sister
species on opposite banks of the river) that this river functioned as a vicariance
barrier causing speciation (the hypothesis of existence of endemism areas based
on large rivers). We used only species for which false absences are unlikely to
explain the appearance of the river as a barrier. We conducted the study on
Madeira River, which has been postulated as a barrier to dispersal for species of
various taxa16,18,22,38,43–47 and the border between two endemism areas29,30, and
we studied an area in the mid reaches where many studies have indicated that it is
an effective biogeographic barrier. Our results indicate that the hypothesis that the
Madeira River is the border that separates two endemism areas (Inambari and
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Rondonia) and that the river-barrier hypothesis explains much of the diversity
found in the region is inappropriate for most species, and we suggest that
alternative hypotheses should be proposed to explain the limits of distributions of
most species found in the region, as well as a revision of the criteria that are used
to determine species-endemism areas.
Results
Generic hypothesis of large rivers as barriers
The hypothesis that the distribution of species around the Madeira River is
mainly related to dispersal limitation caused by river barriers, was rejected for
most species studied (Fig.1, Supplementary Table S1). Of the 1952 species with
detection probabilities sufficiently high that false absences are improbable, only
0.10% (Primates: Saguinus labiatus labiatus and Aves:Lepidothrix coronata) had
their distributions limited by the river (Supplementary Fig. S1 and S2).
Because the proportion of species limited to one side of the river depends on
our decision as to which species the detection probability was high enough for a
valid test, our results might underestimate the number of species limited to one
side of the river if the species that are limited by the river are those that are
difficult to detect. Therefore, we report the number of species in each taxonomic or
functional group that had their distributions limited by the river considering other
Pexpected in Supplementary Table S1 online, and give their distributions in
Supplementary Fig. S1 and S2 (only for species with detection probability ≥ 0.40).
The number of species apparently separated by the river was low in all cases,
except when we made absolutely no correction for probable false absences
(Supplementary Table S1).
Hypothesis of the existence of endemism areas based on large rivers
Evidence that the Madeira River works as a vicariance barrier causing
speciation (presumption of the endemism-areas hypothesis) was not found for 713
(99.45%) of the species investigated for which we could obtain data to erect robust
phylogenetic hypotheses (Supplementary Fig. S3 - S7). We found evidence
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suggesting that the river had functioned as a vicariance barrier only for 4 (0.55%)
of the species [Primates: Callicebus brunneus e Callicebus dubius (Fig.2) and Aves:
Psophia viridis e Psophia leucoptera (Fig.3)].
Discussion
The hypothesis of the Madeira River as the limit of distribution was not
supported for most species, so our results are not concordant with the river-barrier
hypothesis explaining the origin20,22 or spatial-distribution limits of species16,17, nor
of the existence of endemism areas29,30, for most of the species that occur around
the Madeira River. Even if the hypothesis is correct that the effectiveness of the
river as a barrier depends on the characteristics of life histories of the species for a
small proportion of some taxa17,26, this would explain only a very small part of the
biological diversity of the Amazon40,48,49.
In most studies that accepted the hypotheses about the effects of rivers24,16,17,
the apparent absence of a species on the opposite bank to that sampled was used
to conclude that a large river was a geographical barrier. However, any
species-sampling technique has some bias and the absence of a species in a
certain location might indicate that the species was simply not detected50.
For example, Dias-Terceiro et al.16 found that the distribution of Ameerega
trivittata (Anura:Dendrobatidae) was restricted to the left bank of the Madeira
River (accepting the generic hypothesis of large rivers). This species was recorded
on both banks in the Madeira River in our study and also on the left bank of the
Tapajós River in the study by Moraes et al.17. The Tapajós River is located adjacent
to the right bank of the Madeira River, and the presence of a species on the left
bank of the Tapajós River implies the presence of A. trivittata on the right bank of
the Madeira River. Fecchio et al.47 concluded that the composition of parasites in
birds was dependent on endemism areas in the Amazon, but some of the host
species that supported this conclusion occurred in our samples independent of the
endemism area. It is possible that the conclusion of these authors was biased by
the false absence of the host in one of the areas of endemism. This possible bias in
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conclusions has been observed for other species in Cracraft29, a reference that has
been widely used to support and justify studies that determine endemism areas in
the Amazon, based only on the apparent absence of a species on the opposite bank
of a large river. It is possible that these are not the only cases of doubtful results in
the literature, since this type of potential error was detected many times in our
analyses. In approximately 40% of the species, the detectability analysis indicated
that sampling was inadequate to draw a conclusion. It could be that only
hard-to-detect species are affected by rivers, but this seems unlikely since the
river-barrier hypotheses were raised based on easily-detected species.
It is unquestionable that large rivers are the distribution limits of some
Amazonian species, but the large number of exceptions indicates that the
indication of the Madeira River as a border between endemism areas may be
inappropriate for most species. It is important to emphasize that rivers can
function as species limits without necessarily indicating that they represent
barriers that caused vicariance speciation51, an assumption of the existence of
endemism areas based on large rivers. Alternatively, sympatric speciation via
sexual selection52,53, environmental differences54-56 or ecological interactions57,58;
combined with dispersal limitation51,59 and competition60 could produce the same
patterns of allopatric distribution observed in Figure 2 and Figure 3, and also in
Ribas et al.22, Fernandes et al.20, Boubli et al.23 and are likely more important
mechanisms for generating and maintaining Amazonian biodiversity than rivers.
However, these alternative hypotheses are often ignored in studies that accept the
hypothesis of large rivers as the cause of speciation. Moreover, most of the
conclusions relating to the river-barrier hypotheses assume that the geographical
distribution of a species does not change over time, but there is evidence that
many distributions in the past were different from current distributions61-65.
The lack of evidence found to support the river-barrier hypotheses (generic
hypothesis of large rivers as barriers, and the hypothesis of centers of endemism
based on large rivers) in a stretch of river commonly postulated as the border
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between endemism areas16,18,29,30,38,44-47, suggests that the hypothesis of
existence of endemism areas based only on the distributions of a few species and
very large rivers, should be reevaluated for the majority of species. With the
reevaluation of these limits, the need for new hypotheses will arise to explain the
Madeira River’s role in the origin and distribution of Amazonian biodiversity. More
importantly, in the absence of information on the distributions of most species, the
proposed endemism areas are being used as surrogates in conservation planning30.
Substitutes should only be used when there is strong evidence of the relationship
between the majority of targets and the proposed substitute66. In the case of
centers of endemism, this evidence is not available for most Amazonian rivers, and
specifically for the Madeira River, the evidence that it is a border between
endemism areas applies to a very small proportion of biodiversity.
Our results are for only one area and there are taxonomic issues relating to
species boundaries that need to be worked out for many taxa. Most of the species
we studied are recognized on morphological criteria and with the application of
molecular methods more species could be discovered that have the Madeira River
as a limit to their distributions. Nevertheless, our results indicate that the roles of
large rivers in promoting biological diversity and the use of postulated endemism
areas as convenient surrogates for conservation planning in the Amazon still need
to be tested for the particular taxonomic group and conservation question being
addressed.
Methods
Study area
We undertook the study along the Madeira River (Fig. 4), one of the main
tributaries of the Amazon River. The section of the river investigated is in the region
where the river has a width of approximately 1.6 km, which has been considered a
strong barrier in many previous studies16,18,22,38,44–47and the border between
endemism areas29,30.
Data source
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To estimate the proportion of species whose distributions are effectively delimited
by the river, we took advantage of an intensive study of the fauna associated with
the implantation of a hydroelectric dam on the Madeira River. Sampling was carried
out on both banks of the river, following the RAPELD protocol67 (Supplementary Fig.
S8). Some species may be limited by rivers but not occur on the immediate banks due
to habitat-type (e.g. flooded area) avoidance. However, the field infrastructure
comprised two parallel 5-km trails (Supplementary Fig. S8) and also sampled
non-flooded area. The number of samples per bank and taxonomic groups surveyed

are listed in Supplementary Table S2 online. In this study, we investigated only the
distributions of animal species, since none of the evidence used to propose the
river–barrier hypothesis was based on information about plants or microorganisms.
Data analysis
Generic hypothesis of large rivers as barriers
It was not possible to test the hypothesis for all the species of the region,
because little is known about the distributions of many species, and many
Amazonian species have not yet been described. As surveys of each taxonomic or
functional group were made by the same researchers, we could include
non-described species (hereafter referred to as morphospecies), for those species
for which detectability analyses indicated that the absence of records on one bank
of the river had little chance of being due to false absences.
In order to obtain an unbiased estimate of the proportion of species in each
taxonomic or functional group [Hymenoptera (Apidae), Hymenoptera (Formicidae),
Coleoptera, Lepidoptera, Isoptera, Orthoptera, Snakes, Lizards (excluding snakes),
Anura, Chiroptera, Primates, Small mammals (Didelphimorphia, Rodentia), Large
mammals (Rodentia, Pilosa, Ungulados, Carnivora, Artiodactyla, Cingulata) and
Birds] that had their distributions limited by the river, we considered that the river
was a potential geographical barrier only when detectability analyses indicated
that the expected probability (Pexpected) of the species truly being absent from one
of the banks (right or left) was Pexpected ≥ 0.50. This criterion allows us to conclude
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that the absence of a species on the opposite bank to which it was present is
unlikely to be due to false absences caused by failures in the detection of the
species. This expected probability was estimated according to the formula:
Pexpected = 1 - [1-(N/NsampleBank)/NsampleBank]NsampleOppositeBank
where: Pexpected, is the expected probability of the species occurring on the bank
opposite to that on which it was recorded; N is the number of samples where the
species occurred; NsampleBank is the total number of samples on the bank where
the species was present (right or left bank); NsampleOppositeBank, is the total
number of samples on the opposite bank to which the species was recorded.
Hypothesis of the existence of centers of endemism based on large rivers
The hypothesis of the existence of endemism areas based on large rivers was
tested for 717 species (no false absences taken into account) of vertebrates for
which it was possible to obtain phylogenetic information. To indicate if the river
worked as a vicariance barrier independent of the taxonomic or functional group,
we constructed a phylogenetic hypothesis separately for each group (Fig. S3 - S7).
For small, large and non-flying mammals (72 spp), snakes (66 spp), lizards (35 spp)
and frogs (98 spp), the phylogenetic relationships were obtained with the R
package “rotl”68, and for birds (446 spp) the information was obtained through the
website birdtree.org69-71.
To determine the number of sister species or lineages for which the river was
an apparent vicariance barrier, we associated each species in the phylogenetic
hypotheses (referring to the different taxonomic or functional groups) with their
location of occurrence (right or left bank of the river). If sister species or lineages
(indicated by the phylogenetic hypothesis) were present on opposite banks
(allopatric distribution), this result could be an indication that the river functioned
as a vicariance barrier.
Avoiding potential sample biases
Before accepting the generic hypothesis of large rivers as barriers, and the
hypothesis of existence of endemism areas based on large rivers, and to minimize
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the effect of sampling on the results, we checked the distribution of each species
that apparently occurred only on one bank based on the data from Santo Antônio
with records in the literature and in the websites of the Global Biodiversity
Information Facility (http://www.gbif.org), speciesLink (http://www.splink.org.br,
Information system that integrates in real time, primary data of scientific
collections), Portal da Biodiversidade
(https://portaldabiodiversidade.icmbio.gov.br/portal/, this site provides data and
information on Brazilian biodiversity generated or received by the Ministry of the
Environment and related institutions) and the Smithsonian National Museum of
Natural History (https://naturalhistory.si.edu/).
Data Availability
The datasets analyzed during the current study were collected during the
environmental-impact studies for the Santo Antônio hydro-electric reservoir and are
of open-access through the web site of the Instituto Brasileiro do Meio Ambiente e

dos Recursos Naturais Renováveis
(IBAMA) web site. However, due to some inconsistencies in that data base, the data
used here were provided by Santo Antônio Energia and were further quality
checked. They are available from the corresponding author on request.
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Figure 1 - Estimates of the proportion of species with detectability >50% in each
taxonomic or functional group that had their distributions limited by the Madeira
River (Dark gray). Light-gray bars show the proportion of species for which the
Madeira River was not a geographic barrier. Numbers in parentheses denote the
number of species in each taxonomic or functional group.
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Figure 2 - Evidence suggesting that the Madeira River could have functioned as a
vicariance barrier for Callicebus brunneus and Callicebus dubius. a) Phylogenetic
hypothesis of small, large and non-flying mammals (72 spp); b) Vicariance
hypothesis; and c) Species distributions along the Madeira River; black squares
represent known occurrence of C. brunneus, and gray squares represent known
occurrence of C. dubius; the black solid line represents the Madeira River; the red
solid line represents the Madre de Dios River in Bolivia and the dashed line
represents the Amazon River. See Supplementary Figure S7 online for detailed
phylogenetic hypotheses associated with species distributions along Madeira River
(right or left bank of the river). Map generated using QGIS v2.18
(http://www.qgis.org).
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Figure 3 - Evidence suggesting that the Madeira River could have functioned as a
vicariance barrier for Psophia viridis and Psophia leucoptera. a) Phylogenetic
hypothesis of Aves (446 spp); b) Vicariance hypothesis; and c) Species
distributions along the Madeira River; black squares represent known occurrence
of P. viridis and gray squares represent known occurrence of P. leucoptera; the
black solid line represents the Madeira River; red solid line represents the Madre de
Dios River in Bolivia; and the dashed line represents the Amazon River. See
Supplementary Figure S8 online for detailed phylogenetic hypotheses associated
with species distributions along the Madeira River (right or left bank of the river).
Map generated using QGIS v2.18 (http://www.qgis.org).
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Figure 4 - Location of study area (maps generated using QGIS v2.18,
http://www.qgis.org). a) Section of the river investigated (red square); and b)
Location of sample grids (black dots) along the Madeira River (see sample-grid
details in Fig.S8).
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Figure S1 - Species distributions limited by the Madeira River; yellow dots
represents current distributions of Lepidothrix coronata; blue dots represents
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current distributions of Hypocnemis peruviana; and red dots represents current
distributions of Rhegmatorhina hoffmannsi. Map generated using QGIS v2.18
(http://www.qgis.org)

Figure S2 - Distribution of Saguinus labiatus labiatus (Orange dots) limited by the
Madeira River. Map generated using QGIS v2.18 (http://www.qgis.org)
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Figure S3 - Phylogenetic hypothesis for anuran species (98) with distributions
limited by or crossing the Madeira River; red squares indicate species recorded on
both banks of the river; black squares indicate species recorded only on the right
bank of the river (Rondonia endemism area); and gray squares indicate species
recorded only on the left bank of the river (Inambari endemism area).
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Figure S4 - Phylogenetic hypothesis for lizards (excluding snakes) species (35)
with distributions limited by or crossing the Madeira River; red squares indicate
species recorded on both banks of the river; black squares indicate species
30

recorded only on the right bank of the river (Rondonia endemism area); and gray
squares indicate species recorded only on the left bank of the river (Inambari
endemism area).
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Figure S5 - Phylogenetic hypothesis for snakes species (66) with distributions
limited by or crossing the Madeira River; red squares indicate species recorded on
both banks of the river; black squares indicate species recorded only on the right
bank of the river (Rondonia endemism area); and gray squares indicate species
recorded only on the left bank of the river (Inambari endemism area).
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Figure S6 - Phylogenetic hypothesis for small and large non-flying mammals
species (72) with distributions limited by or crossing the Madeira River; red squares
indicate species recorded on both banks of the river; black squares indicate
33

species recorded only on the right bank of the river (Rondonia endemism area);
and gray squares indicate species recorded only on the left bank of the river
(Inambari endemism area).
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35

Figure S7 - Phylogenetic hypothesis for Aves species (446 spp) with distributions
limited by or crossing the Madeira River; red squares indicate species recorded on
both banks of the river; black squares indicate species recorded only on the right
bank of the river (Rondonia endemism area); and gray squares indicate species
recorded only on the left bank of the river (Inambari endemism area).

Figure S8 - Sample grid details. Each grid (black dots in Fig.1B) was composed of
two parallel 5-km long trails (dashed line) with 14 permanent sampling plots (blue
dots) positioned 0, 500, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000 and 5000 m from the river bank.
Blue line indicate the limit of the flooded area in Madeira River.
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Abstract and keywords
Aim: To show that under neutral-theory dynamics, two competitively-identical
species may remain allopatrically distributed for hundreds of generations when
Amazonian Rivers only reduce the chance of a species crossing the river.
Location: Amazonia
Time period: 500 generations
Major taxa studied: Two competitively-identical species
Methods: We developed a two-dimensional cellular automata for two
allopatrically-distributed species under neutral-theory dynamics. In our model, the
river was represented by a condition imposed in the middle of the grid that reduced
the chance of either species crossing. Individuals could only colonize empty cells
on the grid after mortality of other individuals, and the probability of an individual
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of a particular species colonizing an empty cell depended on the density of
individuals of this species around the site. For each cellular-automata model, we
recorded the time required for the first extinction of a species and the frequency
with which it occurred.
Results: Reducing the chance of species crossing the river, it was possible to
maintain large numbers of allopatrically-distributed individuals for hundreds of
generations. Some individuals crossed the river but could not spread to the point of
eliminating the species that occupied the opposite bank. In contrast, in the
absence of the river, the landscape was generally dominated by a single species
and the frequency of occurrence of this scenario was almost 10 times greater than
when the river reduced the chance of one species crossing to another bank.
Main conclusions: Neutral processes associated with reduced dispersal across
rivers can maintain competitively identical species allopatrically distributed. This
process provides a potential mechanism for the maintenance of Amazonian
biodiversity, potentially facilitating other processes, such as genetic drift and local
adaptation that can result in definitive reproductive isolation.
Keywords: Allopatrically-distributed species, Amazon biodiversity, large rivers,
Neutral theory, reduced dispersal, vicariance barrier
Main text
Introduction
The main determinants of the limits of species distributions is a recurrent issue in
biogeography. Allopatric distributions constitute one of the most common patterns
found for many species (e.g. Barraclough & Vogler, 2000; Chesser & Zink, 1994),
and it is often assumed that present-day distributions were caused because a
geographical barrier subdivided a population to the point of preventing gene flow
among individuals, which consequently promoted speciation (Wiley, 1988).
However, extrapolation of this process based only on present-day species
distributions should be done with caution. There is evidence that many
distributions in the past were different from those currently observed (e.g. Coope &
Wilkins, 1994; Elias, 1991, 1992; Graham et al., 1996; Kaustuv, Jablonski, &
Valentine, 2001), and even sympatric species or lineages could have speciated in
allopatry and expanded their ranges into sympatry (Losos & Glor, 2003). More
importantly, sympatric speciation followed by dispersal, could result in present-day
allopatric distributions (e.g. Graham & Lundelius, 1984), overestimating the
importance of allopatric speciation for many taxonomic groups.
Amazonian endemism areas and the main mechanisms promoting speciation for
several phylogenetic lineages have been attributed to allopatric speciation caused
by large rivers for many taxonomic groups [e.g. primates (Boubli et al., 2015),
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lizards (Avila-pires, 1995), anurans (Ron, 2000), butterflies (Hall & Harvey, 2002),
birds (Cracraft, 1985; Haffer, 1985; Ribas, Aleixo, Nogueira, Miyaki, & Cracraft,
2012)]. Under this view, sister species or phylogenetic lineages on opposite banks
of large rivers and the boundaries of the distribution of species coinciding with
large rivers are evidence that the river subdivided a population to the point of
preventing gene flow among individuals and promoting allopatric speciation (Ribas
et al., 2012). As a consequence, it is expected that (i) species or lineages on
opposite banks will be sister taxa; (ii) the time of divergence for all taxa separated
by the same river will be similar; (iii) the similarity in species composition between
riverbanks will decrease as river width increases; (iv) the similarity of species
composition will be greater in localities on the same bank (adjacent cells) than cells
on opposite banks separated by the same distance; and (v) the boundaries of
species distributions will coincide with large rivers (e.g. Ayres & Clutton-Brock,
1992; Boubli et al., 2015; Dias-Terceiro et al., 2015; Pomara, Ruokolainen, & Young,
2014). However, these conclusions have been questioned.
The hypothesis that large rivers explain the spatial-distribution limits of species
and indicate endemism areas for several phylogenetic lineages was inappropriate
for >99% of animal species (Santorelli, Magnusson, & Deus, 2018), in a river which
has been postulated as a barrier to dispersal for species of various taxa. In addition,
there is evidence that several pairs of taxa separated by large rivers had different
divergence times, and that the rivers would not have been primary barriers
causing vicariance (Naka & Brumfield, 2018). In these cases, the river could have
been a physical barrier that limited the expansion of species that diverged
elsewhere, such as has been suggested for the robust capuchin monkeys Sapajus
spp. (Boubli et al., 2015). Rare dispersal through the landscape has also been
suggested as a mechanism of speciation in the Amazon (Burney & Brumfield, 2009;
Dexter et al., 2017; Fernandes, Wink, Sardelli, & Aleixo, 2014; Smith et al., 2014)
and as an explanation for the distribution of sister taxa in species-endemism areas
delimited by large rivers (e.g. Byrne et al., 2018; Lynch Alfaro et al., 2015). These
cases show that rivers acting as limits to species distributions is not always
evidence for allopatric speciation. We propose an alternative hypotheses to explain
species distributions being limited by river that which can be extended to any
scenario of occurrence of allopatrically-distributed species.
Under the neutral theory of biodiversity (Hubbell, 2001), low dispersal rates can
result in some species becoming more abundant by ecological drift and locally
dominant due to the low rate of species substitution that is caused by decreased
dispersal of individuals. Under neutral theory, the probability of an individual being
replaced is given by the relative abundance of the individuals of species, and this
simple process can make a species competitively superior despite the entry of
ecologically identical colonizers from places with low dispersal rates. This can
result in long-term maintenance of species that are competitively similar. Thus, a
large river only reducing the dispersal of a species across the river and not
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eliminating dispersal (assumption of the hypothesis that rivers worked as a
vicariance barrier), could maintain these species allopatrically distributed over
many generations, since extinction probability of a species is predicted to be a
function of population size, resulting in recent colonizers being weaker competitors
and more prone to extinction.
To illustrate this process, we developed a two-dimensional cellular automata for
two allopatrically-distributed species (the expected distribution pattern when the
river is a geographical barrier for species dispersal) under neutral-theory dynamics
(Hubbell, 2001) and we show that two competitively-identical species may remain
allopatrically distributed for hundreds of generations when the river only reduces
the chance of a species crossing a large river. In our simulations, individuals
crossed the river but did not spread to the point of eliminating the species that
occupies the opposite bank in patterns similar to what has been described for
species in the nature. This illustrates how the rivers can maintain species
boundaries, even when the process that generated the species was not vicariance
and the dispersal rates across the river are higher than necessary to avoid genetic
homogenization when the density effect on competition is not taken in
consideration.
Material and Methods
The model
To evaluate whether the reduction in dispersal caused by a river is sufficient to
maintain the species allopatrically distributed when the river is not a vicariance
barrier, we developed a cellular automata model for two equally competitive
species (Hubbell, 2001) in a two-dimensional grid. To represent the allopatric
distribution expected in studies that accept the river-barrier hypothesis (e.g. Ribas
et al., 2012), the grid was separated into left and right sides with each side on the
grid representing a bank of the river, and each side was occupied by only one
species (Fig. 1a). The river was represented by a constant imposed in the middle of
the grid that reduced the chance of either species crossing (Fig. 1a). We call this
constant the degree of river permeability (DRP).
The model dynamics was set in three sequential steps: (1) extinction; (2)
pre-colonization, as the time between a cell becoming empty due to mortality of an
individual and it being colonized or not; and (3) colonization. Each cell on the grid
was updated simultaneously based on the extinction and colonization probabilities
and the sum of individuals of both species in its neighborhood. The neighborhood
was composed of a central cell and the cells around it at the preceding time step,
according to a set of local rules. The steps and local rules were as follows:
Step 1: Extinction
Rule 1: Individuals of both species died with probability equal to 0.05 (Fig. 1b).
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Step 2: Pre-colonization
Rule 2: Individuals could only colonize an empty cell on the grid after an individual
dies (e.g. Fig. 1b).
Rule 3: Individuals of both species had the same chances of colonizing a new cell in
the grid (Pc = 0.95). If by chance (1 - Pc), an empty cell remains empty, this cell will
be available to be colonized in the next time step.
Step 3: Colonization
Rule 4: The probability of an individual of a particular species colonizing an empty
cell was estimated in two steps (e.g. Fig. 1c). First, according to the following
formula:

Where: CspecieX is the contribution of individuals of a particular species in colonizing
an empty cell, NindXoppside is the sum of individuals of this species in its
neighborhood that were on the opposite side of the grid (i.e. individuals in the left
or right side of the river), NindXsamside is the sum of individuals of this species in its
neighborhood (individuals who were in the same side of the grid), DRP is the
degree of river permeability, and Sneighb is the number of cells in the neighborhood.
In the second step, the probability of a given species colonizing the empty cell was
proportional to the contribution of individuals of a particular species in colonizing
an empty cell (CspecieX) divided by the sum of the contributions of all species (Fig.
1c).
As we expected that in nature the chance of a species colonizing an empty cell
decreases with distance and with the ability of a species to disperse, we increased
the size of the neighborhood to represent different colonizing ability (Fig. 2a),
assuming that the sum of individuals of both species in its neighborhood is
weighted by the distance between these individuals to the empty grid cell (Fig. 2a).
The distance was defined by the number of squares on the grid between the empty
cell and individuals, and the weight was inversely proportional to the square of this
distance (inverse square law; Fig.2b).
Data analysis
In order to show how two competitively-identical species remain allopatrically
distributed when the river reduces the chance of either species crossing, we need a
better understanding of how ecological interactions are ruled by neutral theory of
biodiversity (Hubbell, 2001). Under a neutral model, a new individual can only
establish if another dies and makes space; in that sense individuals are competing
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for open sites (with advantage being for more abundant species). Thus, a river only
reducing the chance of a species crossing a large river, makes a species
competitively superior despite the entry of new colonizers. As a result of this
process, would be expected that (1) the number of generations until a species goes
extinct on the banks of the river will be higher, and (2) the rate of extinction will be
lower compared to scenarios in which the river is absent.
We investigated 14 different degrees of river permeability (DsRP = 0.01, 0.05, 0.10,
0.20, 0.30, 0.40, 0.50, 0.60, 0.70, 0.80, 0.90, 0.95, 0.99, 1) in two spatial scales
(local scale, 32x32; and regional scale, 128x128) and five neighborhood sizes (Fig.
2a). Each cellular-automata model was replicated 101 times for 500 generations
(10.000 mortality and colonization cycles with Pe = 0.05) and we recorded the time
required for the first extinction of a species and the rate with which it occurred
(measured by the number of simulations that resulted in the extinction of one
species at the end of the 500 generations). The effects of the magnitude of river
permeability on these values, was established through cross products property of
proportions, comparing their values to those expected with the absence of the
river (DRP equal to 1). Each magnitude value represents in percentage how much
higher or lower the value is when the river reduces the chance of a species crossing
the bank of a large river compared to the absence of the river.
To test our expectations, we used a one sample t-test and Wilcoxon test to
compare the numbers of generations to achieve the first extinction, and the
magnitude of extinction rates against the values observed in the absence of the
river (DRP equal to 1). The significance of relationships between the number of
generations a species remains on the grid before extinction and the magnitude of
extinction rates when the river reduces the chance of either species crossing was
evaluated using linear models. Statistical analyses were used only for the local
scale (32x32), since no extinction occurred at the regional scale (128x128) within
500 generations.
Results
Magnitude of generations to achieve the first extinction
Reducing the chance of species crossing the river, the number of generations for
the landscape to be generally dominated by a single species was higher than in the
absence of the river. This pattern was observed especially for species with very low
(Dispersal 1), low (Dispersal 2), and very high (Dispersal 5) dispersal abilities (Fig.
3a). Although this increase was not observed for species with medium (Dispersal 3)
and high (Dispersal 4) abilities (Fig. 3a), the interaction between the number of
generations to achieve the first extinction and the effect of the river as a
geographical barrier that reduces the chance of either species crossing is still
apparent. As degree of river permeability increased (up to about DRP = 0.50), the
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number of generations to achieve the first extinction decreased in most
simulations (Fig. 3b-f).
Magnitude of extinction rates
Reducing the chance of species crossing the river lowered the probability of
extinction, especially for species with very low (Dispersal 1), medium (Dispersal 3),
and high (Dispersal 4) dispersal abilities (Fig. 4a). The absence of evidence in other
simulations (Dispersal 2 and 5) was not enough to exclude the effects of the river
reducing the chance of either species crossing on the magnitude of extinction. The
relationship expected between degree of river permeability and extinction
magnitude was observed in all permeability reductions, as occurred for the time to
first extinction.
Spatial patterns
When the chance of a species crossing the bank of a large river was reduced to 1%,
it was possible to maintain large numbers of allopatrically-distributed individuals
for up to 500 generations (Fig. 5a). The individuals crossed the river but could not
spread to the point of eliminating the species that occupied the opposite bank (e.g.
first column in Fig. 6). The resident species were competitively superior despite the
entry of new colonizers. As a result of this process, the number of generations for a
species to go extinct on the banks of the river was high (Fig. 3), and the rate with
which it occurred was low (Fig. 4). In contrast, as degree of river permeability
increased (e.g. see 50th generation in Fig. 5b-f), the individuals crossed the river
and gradually spread (e.g. second to sixth column in Fig. 6), making a species
competitively inferior in relation to new colonizers, increasing the chance of a
species becoming extinct and the landscape to be dominated by a single species
(more abundant species are stronger competitors in neutral theory). Consequently,
the number of generations for a species to go extinct on the banks of the river was
low (e.g. Fig. 3), and the rate with which it occurred was high (e.g. Fig. 4). This
effect was greater for some degrees of dispersal (e.g. see Dispersal 1 to 5 in Fig.
5f).
The strongest evidence for two competitively-identical species remaining
allopatrically distributed when the river reduces the chance of either species
crossing, independent of combinations of degrees of river permeability and species
dispersal abilities, was observed at the regional scale (128x128; Fig. 7); no
extinction occurred within 500 generations. However, similar to the patterns
observed at the local scale (32x32; Fig. 5 and Fig. 6), as degree of river
permeability increased, and depending on the ability of a species to disperse (Fig.
7 and Fig. 8), the chance of a species going extinct and the landscape to be
dominated by a single species increased. Hence, results qualitatively similar to
those observed in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 could be expected for the regional scale in
simulations with more generations.
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The discrepancy between the local and regional-scale results highlights the effect
of density on competition and how it can maintain two competitively-identical
species allopatrically distributed for hundreds of generations when rivers are not
vicariance barriers. The general pattern was similar to what has been described for
species in the nature, with dominance of one species on each bank, but with
frequent colonization of small areas on the opposite bank and subsequent
extinction on that bank.
We have only shown the spatial patterns for some degrees of river permeability
and generation times, but Appendix S1 - S13 in Supporting Information presents
detailed results for other degrees of river permeability and generation times.
Discussion
Several studies have found examples of similar species, sister species or not,
which are separated by large rivers, but the evidence indicates that many of these
species were not formed by the process of vicariance resulting from the division of
a species by the formation of a river (e.g. Boubli et al., 2015; Byrne et al., 2018;
Lynch Alfaro et al., 2015; Naka & Brumfield, 2018). The present-day ecological
conditions around the river (e.g. non-flooded and flooded areas) has also been
suggested to act as a strong distribution barrier for many forest species (Hayes &
Sewlal, 2004; Moraes, Pavan, Barros, & Ribas, 2016), maintaining large numbers of
allopatrically-distributed individuals. For patterns matching to these, simple
processes expected under neutral theory (Hubbell, 2001) can result in a large river
maintaining two species allopatrically-distributed even though it is not an absolute
barrier to dispersal.
In a neutral model (Hubbell, 2001), the probability of an individual being replaced
is given by the relative abundance of individuals of a particular species, and this
simple process makes a species competitively stronger relative to new colonizers
simply by the effect of density on competition. Thus, the inclusion of a large river
that only reduced the chance of individuals crossing from one bank to another
(reducing the entry of new colonizers) was sufficient to maintain two allopatrically
distributed species for hundreds of generations. The process described in our
simulation also provides a potential mechanisms for the maintenance of
Amazonian biodiversity, as it allows competitively-similar species to coexist for
many generations even though one species would eventually eliminate the other in
the absence of the river; Hubbell, 2001).
Support for our inferences is found in nature. There are empirical indicators that
individuals of similar species crossing rivers has not resulted in the competitive
exclusion of one of the species; most of the individuals of these species are kept
allopatrically distributed even though the river is not an absolute physical barrier.
As in ours simulations, small populations of a species often occur on the opposite
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bank from where the species is most common (e.g. Hayes & Sewlal, 2004; Moraes
et al., 2016; Moraes, Ribeiro-Júnior, & Pavan, 2017; Moraes, Werneck, & Pavan,
2019), indicating that dispersal across the river is a frequent event, but apparently
is limited a few individuals and followed by local extinction of the species on that
bank. For example, a species of squirrel monkey, Saimiri sciureus, is widely
distributed only on the north bank of the Amazon River, but one individual was
recorded on the south bank (Mercês, Lynch Alfaro, Ferreira, Harada, & Silva Júnior,
2015). Another squirrel monkey species, Saimiri Collinsi, is widely distributed only
on the south bank of the Amazon River, but two individuals were recorded on the
northern margin (Mercês et al., 2015). Similarly, the lizard Norops trachyderma is
abundant and normally restricted to the right bank of the Tapajós River, but an
individual was recorded on the left bank of the river; where the congeneric species,
Norops tandai, is abundant and restricted (Moraes et al., 2016).
There are several other species in which river capture processes (e.g. Ruokolainen,
Moulatlet, Zuquim, Hoorm, & Tuomisto, 2018) have resulted in species with small
populations on the side of the river occupied by a congeneric species (Hershkovitz,
1988; Peres, Patton, & da Silva, 1996; Vermeer & Tello-Alvarado, 2015). It is likely
that there are many more individuals crossing rivers than has been registered in
the literature since species detectability (MacKenzie et al., 2002) and the chances
of species to successfully colonize a local (Hubbell, 2001) decreases as abundance
decreases. Particularly for species close to a watercourse, the detection
probabilities can be remarkably low for most animal species (Santorelli et al.,
2018).
From these results, we argue that occurrence of allopatrically-distributed species
need not always be explained by simple stationary process (Case, Holt, Mcpeek, &
Keitt, 2005; Holt & Keitt, 2000; Holt, Keitt, Lewis, Maurer, & Taper, 2005) that
assume that species are allopatrically-distributed because (i) habitat is not
available (e.g. non-flooded flooded areas), and/or (ii) the habitat available is
lower-quality (reduced niche limits), and/or (iii) the habitat available is separated
by physical or biotic factors influencing that weaken colonization rates. The last is
the most frequently proposed mechanism for the river-barrier hypothesis.
The alternative explanation is that the species are be experiencing demographic
Allee effects (Allee, 1931) triggered by the density of competitively identical
species and dispersal reduction (in the sense of Neutral theory). Under an Allee
model perspective (Case et al., 2005; Holt et al., 2005; Keitt, Lewis, & Holt, 2001) in
the absence of adaptive evolution (e.g. see Andrade-Restrepo, Champagnat, &
Ferrière, 2019; Kanarek & Webb, 2010; Williams, Hufbauer, & Miller, 2019), when
the river reduces the chance of either species crossing, the inability of the
individuals that crossed the river to persist below a critical threshold density makes
the immigrant population more vulnerable to extinction and could reduce invasion
speeds or even reverse invasions, generating a stable range limit and resulting in
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large numbers of allopatrically-distributed individuals. Many mechanisms have
been proposed for such patterns (see Courchamp, Berec, & Gascoigne, 2008) but
our analyses cannot distinguish between them.
Sister species or phylogenetic lineages may have originated on opposite banks of
large rivers without vicariance, then spread rapidly by chance (Hubbell, 2001),
either due to the absence of a competitor (Case et al., 2005; Kubisch, Holt, Poethke,
& Fronhofer, 2014; Waters, 2011) or predator-prey interactions (Kubisch et al.,
2014) within an area of interfluvium (often called endemism centers) until they
meet somewhere near the river. When they meet, both species would remain
allopatrically distributed because is difficult for a new immigrants to establish
themselves (e.g. Gascoigne & Lipcius, 2004; Li et al., 2019) and to reproduce (e.g.
Gascoigne, Berec, Gregory, & Courchamp, 2009; Tregenza & Wedell, 1998) within
the interfluvium occupied by another species. This mechanism does not assume
that the species have accumulated sufficient divergence to explore different
niches. The absence of divergence makes the species ecologically similar, but they
remain allopatrically distributed for long periods because of competitive exclusion
and dispersal limitation (e.g. Gutiérrez, Boria, & Anderson, 2014; Pigot & Tobias,
2013, 2015; Weir & Price, 2011). The effect of neutral processes associated with
reduced dispersal across rivers, could maintain competitively identical species
allopatrically distributed for hundreds of generations, giving opportunity for
genetic drift or adaptation to different environments resulting in evolutionary
differences that prevent fertile crosses between species (Luzuriaga-Aveiga & Weir,
2019; Nosil, 2012; Rundle & Nosil, 2005).
To our knowledge, the present study is the first to formally demonstrate an
alternative hypothesis to explain the spatial-distribution limits of species caused by
large rivers in the Amazon without vicariance. We show evidence that several
phylogenetic lineages alopatrically-distributed and endemism areas delimited by
rivers in the Amazon need not always be explained by the presumption that the
present-day species distributions correlates with the geographical distribution at
the time of speciation. Neutral processes and reduced dispersal go beyond just
describing patterns and processes in the Amazon. The river-barrier hypothesis has
been widely used to propose endemism areas that are being used as surrogates in
conservation planning (Caro & O’Doherty, 1999; Da Silva, Rylands, & Da Fonseca,
2005; Fernandes, 2013) even though this hypothesis is insufficient to explain the
spatial-distribution limits of species and to indicate endemism areas for most
phylogenetic lineages (Santorelli et al., 2018). More comprehensive models are
needed before supposed endemism areas can be routinely included in
conservation decisions.
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Figure 1. Hypothetical example of model dynamics. The colors green and yellow
represent the two species; species A and species B, respectively. The solid blue line
in the middle of the grid represents the river (i.e. indicates where the degree of
river permeability reducing the chance of either species crossing). Letters
represent how the species were arranged on the grid before starting the simulation,
and the local rules that were applied simultaneously in each time step in the model.
(a) Each side on the grid was completely occupied by only one species; (b)
individuals of both species went extinct locally with probability equal to 0.05 (white
squares on the grid represent where the individuals died); and (c) if a empty site
should be colonized after mortality of an individual, the probability of an individual
of a particular species colonizing an empty site depended on four factors: (i) the
sum of individuals of this species in its neighborhood (the neighborhood is
indicated by black outline); (ii) the sum of individuals of this species in its
neighborhood that were on the opposite side of the grid (i.e individuals in the left or
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right side of the river); (iii) the degree of river permeability (DRP); and (iv) the size
of the neighborhood. In the example, the empty site has a 78% chance of being
colonized by species B.

Figure 2. Matrix representations of the neighborhood sizes and weights assigned
for each individual depending on the distance from the empty site. (a) Relative
abilities of species to disperse in our simulations were as follows: Dispersal 1, very
low dispersal ability; Dispersal 2, low; Dispersal 3, medium; Dispersal 4, high; and
Dispersal 5, very high. (b) Neighborhood weights in relation to distance from the
empty site that were used in simulations.
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2

Figure 3. Magnitude of generations before a species goes extinct on both banks of the river when the river reduces the chance
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3
4
5
6
7

of either species crossing. (a) Comparison of the magnitude of generations before extinction with river-barrier (solid black circles)
and in the absence of the river (solid red circle). Numbers within parentheses are the number of generations and numbers
outside parentheses are the degrees of river permeability. The letters p are the p-values of one sample t-test and Wilcoxon test;
p = 0 indicates p < 0.0001. (b) to (f) are the relationships between number of generations before a species goes extinct and
degrees of river permeability. In sequence, each letter represents the abilities of a species to disperse (Dispersal 1 to 5).
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9

Figure 4. Magnitude of extinction rates when the river reduces the chance of either species crossing. (a) Comparison of the
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10
11
12
13
14
15

magnitude of extinction rates with river-barrier (solid black circles) and in the absence of the river (solid red circle). Numbers
within parentheses are the number of simulations that resulted in the extinction of one species at the end of the 500 generations
and numbers outside parentheses are the degrees of river permeability. The letters p are the p-values of one sample t-test and
Wilcoxon test; p = 0 indicates p < 0.0001. (b) to (f) are the relationships between number of generations before a species goes
extinct and degrees of river permeability. In sequence, each letter represents the abilities of a species to disperse (Dispersal 1 to
5).
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20

Figure 5. Spatial patterns in simulations at local scale. The blue and green colors represent the two species and red squares
represent empty sites on the grid created after individual mortality. The solid line on the middle of the grid indicates where the
condition (degree of river permeability) reduced the chance of either species crossing. Letters represent the degrees of river
permeability in each row. (a) 0.01; (b) 0.05; (c) 0.10; (d) 0.20; (e) 0.50; e (f) 1.
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Figure 6. Estimates of the proportion of area occupied on opposite sides of the grid by individuals that crossed the river (right
to left side and vice-versa) over generations at local scale. Green area represents individuals that started the simulation on the
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right side of the grid and blue area the individuals that started the simulation on the left side. Letters represent the abilities of a
species to disperse. (a) Dispersal 1, very low; (b) Dispersal 2, low; (c) Dispersal 3, medium; (d) Dispersal 4, high; and (e)
Dispersal 5, very high. The columns represent the degrees of river permeability: 0.01, 0.05, 0.10, 0.20, 0.50, e 1; respectively.
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30

Figure 7. Spatial patterns in simulations at regional scale. The blue and green colors represent the two species and red squares
represent empty sites on the grid created after individual mortality. The solid line on the middle of the grid indicates where the
condition (degree of river permeability) reduced the chance of either species crossing. Letters represent the degrees of river
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permeability in each row. (a) 0.01; (b) 0.05; (c) 0.10; (d) 0.20; (e) 0.50; e (f) 1.
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34

Figure 8. Estimates of the proportion of area occupied on opposite sides of the grid by individuals that crossed the river (right
to left side and vice-versa) over generations at regional scale. Green area represents individuals that started the simulation on
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the right side of the grid and blue area the individuals that started the simulation on the left side. Letters represent the abilities
of a species to disperse. (a) Dispersal 1, very low; (b) Dispersal 2, low; (c) Dispersal 3, medium; (d) Dispersal 4, high; and (e)
Dispersal 5, very high. The columns represent the degrees of river permeability: 0.01, 0.05, 0.10, 0.20, 0.50, e 1; respectively.
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Data Availability Statement: They are available from the corresponding author
on request
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Fig. S1.1. Spatial patterns in simulations at local scale (Dispersal 1). The blue and
green colors represent the two species and red squares represent empty sites on
the grid created after individual mortality. The solid line in the middle of the grid
indicates where the condition (degree of river permeability) reduced the chance of
either species crossing. Letters represent the degrees of river permeability in each
row. (a) 0.01; (b) 0.05; (c) 0.10; (d) 0.20; (e) 0.30; (f) 0.40; (g) 0.50; (h) 0.60; (i)
0.70; (j) 0.80; (k) 0.90; (l) 0.95; (m) 0.99; e (n) 1.
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Fig. S2.2. Spatial patterns in simulations at local scale (Dispersal 2). The blue and
green colors represent the two species and red squares represent empty sites on
the grid created after individual mortality. The solid line in the middle of the grid
indicates where the condition (degree of river permeability) reduced the chance of
either species crossing. Letters represent the degrees of river permeability in each
row. (a) 0.01; (b) 0.05; (c) 0.10; (d) 0.20; (e) 0.30; (f) 0.40; (g) 0.50; (h) 0.60; (i)
0.70; (j) 0.80; (k) 0.90; (l) 0.95; (m) 0.99; e (n) 1.
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Fig. S3.3. Spatial patterns in simulations at local scale (Dispersal 3). The blue and
green colors represent the two species and red squares represent empty sites on
the grid created after individual mortality. The solid line in the middle of the grid
indicates where the condition (degree of river permeability) reduced the chance of
either species crossing. Letters represent the degrees of river permeability in each
row. (a) 0.01; (b) 0.05; (c) 0.10; (d) 0.20; (e) 0.30; (f) 0.40; (g) 0.50; (h) 0.60; (i)
0.70; (j) 0.80; (k) 0.90; (l) 0.95; (m) 0.99; e (n) 1.
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Fig. S4.4. Spatial patterns in simulations at local scale (Dispersal 4). The blue and
green colors represent the two species and red squares represent empty sites on
the grid created after individual mortality. The solid line in the middle of the grid
indicates where the condition (degree of river permeability) reduced the chance of
either species crossing. Letters represent the degrees of river permeability in each
row. (a) 0.01; (b) 0.05; (c) 0.10; (d) 0.20; (e) 0.30; (f) 0.40; (g) 0.50; (h) 0.60; (i)
0.70; (j) 0.80; (k) 0.90; (l) 0.95; (m) 0.99; e (n) 1.
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Fig. S5.5. Spatial patterns in simulations at local scale (Dispersal 5). The blue and
green colors represent the two species and red squares represent empty sites on
the grid created after individual mortality. The solid line in the middle of the grid
indicates where the condition (degree of river permeability) reduced the chance of
either species crossing. Letters represent the degrees of river permeability in each
row. (a) 0.01; (b) 0.05; (c) 0.10; (d) 0.20; (e) 0.30; (f) 0.40; (g) 0.50; (h) 0.60; (i)
0.70; (j) 0.80; (k) 0.90; (l) 0.95; (m) 0.99; e (n) 1.
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Fig. S7.7. Spatial patterns in simulations at regional scale (Dispersal 1). The blue
and green colors represent the two species and red squares represent empty sites
on the grid created after individual mortality. The solid line in the middle of the grid
indicates where the condition (degree of river permeability) reduced the chance of
either species crossing. Letters represent the degrees of river permeability in each
row. (a) 0.01; (b) 0.05; (c) 0.10; (d) 0.20; (e) 0.30; (f) 0.40; (g) 0.50; (h) 0.60; (i)
0.70; (j) 0.80; (k) 0.90; (l) 0.95; (m) 0.99; e (n) 1.
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Fig. S8.8. Spatial patterns in simulations at regional scale (Dispersal 2). The blue
and green colors represent the two species and red squares represent empty sites
on the grid created after individual mortality. The solid line in the middle of the grid
indicates where the condition (degree of river permeability) reduced the chance of
either species crossing. Letters represent the degrees of river permeability in each
row. (a) 0.01; (b) 0.05; (c) 0.10; (d) 0.20; (e) 0.30; (f) 0.40; (g) 0.50; (h) 0.60; (i)
0.70; (j) 0.80; (k) 0.90; (l) 0.95; (m) 0.99; e (n) 1.
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Fig. S9.9. Spatial patterns in simulations at regional scale (Dispersal 3). The blue
and green colors represent the two species and red squares represent empty sites
on the grid created after individual mortality. The solid line in the middle of the grid
indicates where the condition (degree of river permeability) reduced the chance of
either species crossing. Letters represent the degrees of river permeability in each
row. (a) 0.01; (b) 0.05; (c) 0.10; (d) 0.20; (e) 0.30; (f) 0.40; (g) 0.50; (h) 0.60; (i)
0.70; (j) 0.80; (k) 0.90; (l) 0.95; (m) 0.99; e (n) 1.
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Fig. S10.10. Spatial patterns in simulations at regional scale (Dispersal 4). The blue
and green colors represent the two species and red squares represent empty sites
on the grid created after individual mortality. The solid line in the middle of the grid
indicates where the condition (degree of river permeability) reduced the chance of
either species crossing. Letters represent the degrees of river permeability in each
row. (a) 0.01; (b) 0.05; (c) 0.10; (d) 0.20; (e) 0.30; (f) 0.40; (g) 0.50; (h) 0.60; (i)
0.70; (j) 0.80; (k) 0.90; (l) 0.95; (m) 0.99; e (n) 1.
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Fig. S11.11. Spatial patterns in simulations at regional scale (Dispersal 5). The blue
and green colors represent the two species and red squares represent empty sites
on the grid created after individual mortality. The solid line in the middle of the grid
indicates where the condition (degree of river permeability) reduced the chance of
either species crossing. Letters represent the degrees of river permeability in each
row. (a) 0.01; (b) 0.05; (c) 0.10; (d) 0.20; (e) 0.30; (f) 0.40; (g) 0.50; (h) 0.60; (i)
0.70; (j) 0.80; (k) 0.90; (l) 0.95; (m) 0.99; e (n) 1.
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Fig. S12.12. Estimates of
the proportion of area
occupied on opposite
sides of the grid by
individuals that crossed
the river (right to left side
and vice-versa) over
generations at regional
scale. Green area
represents individuals that
started the simulation on
the right side of the grid
and blue area the
individuals that started
the simulation on the left
side. Letters represent the
degrees of river
permeability in each row.
(a) 0.01; (b) 0.05; (c) 0.10;
(d) 0.20; (e) 0.30; (f) 0.40;
(g) 0.50; (h) 0.60; (i) 0.70;
(j) 0.80; (k) 0.90; (l) 0.95;
(m) 0.99; e (n) 1. In
sequence, the columns
represent the abilities of a
species to
disperse(Dispersal 1 to 5).
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Fig. S13.13. Estimates of
the proportion of area
occupied on opposite
sides of the grid by
individuals that crossed
the river (right to left side
and vice-versa) over
generations at local scale.
Green area represents
individuals that started
the simulation on the right
side of the grid and blue
area the individuals that
started the simulation on
the left side. Letters
represent the degrees of
river permeability in each
row. (a) 0.01; (b) 0.05;
(c) 0.10; (d) 0.20; (e) 0.30;
(f) 0.40; (g) 0.50; (h) 0.60;
(i) 0.70; (j) 0.80; (k) 0.90;
(l) 0.95; (m) 0.99; e (n) 1.
In sequence, the columns
represent the abilities of a
species to
disperse(Dispersal 1 to 5).
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SÍNTESE
Através deste estudo, nós demonstramos que inferir mecanismos de
especiação (e.g. especiação alopátrica) baseado apenas na presença ou
ausência de espécies irmãs ou linhagens em margens opostas de um
grande rio não deveria ser evidência suficiente para aceitar a hipótese que
um grande rio funcionou como uma barreira geográfica para dispersão das
espécies e como critério para indicar áreas de endemismo na Amazônia
(Capitulo 1). Também demonstramos que a inclusão de um grande rio
apenas reduzindo a chance dos indivíduos atravessarem de uma margem
para outra pode ser suficiente para manter duas espécies alopatricamente
distribuídas por centenas de gerações (Capítulo 2).
No Capítulo 1, entre as 1952 espécies distribuídas em 14 grupos
taxonômicos amostradas na avaliação do impacto do hidrelétrica Santo
Antônio, apenas duas espécies (0.10%) tiveram suas distribuições limitadas
pelo Rio Madeira. Entre as 717 espécies de vertebrados que foram possíveis
obter informações filogenéticas para determinar o número de espécies
irmãs em que o rio foi uma aparente barreira vicariante, apenas 4 (0.55%)
sugerem que o rio foi uma barreira geográfica causadora de especiação.
Esses resultados indicam que a hipótese de grandes rios se aplica a uma
porção muita pequena da biodiversidade, demonstrando que o papel de
grandes rios em promover diversidade na Amazônia e como limites de
areas de endemismo ainda precisam ser revistos para a maioria dos grupos
taxonômicos.
Se a hipótese que grandes rios funcionam como barreiras vicariantes se
aplica apenas para uma porção muita pequena da biodiversidade (Capítulo
1), quais mecanismos poderiam explicar a observação de duas espécies
alopatricamente distribuídas por um grande rio quando ele não é uma
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barreira vicariante (e.g. Boubli et al. 2015, Lynch Alfaro et al. 2015, Byrne et
al. 2018, Naka & Brumfield 2018)?
No Capítulo 2, nós demonstramos através de um autômato celular
bidimensional para duas espécies alopatricamente distribuídas, que
processos neutros (Hubbell 2001) e dispersão reduzida por um rio poderiam
ser responsáveis por esse padrão. Quando o rio reduziu a chance de
indivíduos de uma espécie atravessar para outra margem, fez com que essa
espécie fosse mais fraca competitivamente por causa do efeito que a
densidade exerce na competição (Eitam et al. 2005, Waters et al. 2013,
Jennings et al. 2019). Deste modo, quando um grande rio apenas reduz a
entrada de novos colonizadores pode ser suficiente para resultar em rios
formando o limite da distribuiçao de espécies ecologicamente similares.
Sob esse cenário, os indivíduos conseguiram atravessar o rio, mas não
conseguiram espalhar ao ponto de eliminar a espécie que ocupava a
margem oposta.
Em conclusão, avaliar a hipótese de grandes rios como barreira
geográficas para dispersão das espécies vai além de apenas descrever
padrões e processos na Amazônia. A hipótese de áreas de endemismo
delimitadas por grandes rios tem sido utilizada em planejamentos para
conservação de espécies (Caro and O’Doherty 1999, Da Silva et al. 2005), e
como demonstrado no Capítulo 1, essa hipótese foi ineficiente para explicar
o limite de distribuição para a maioria dos organismos. No capítulo 2,
demonstramos que nem sempre a falta de habilidade de uma espécies para
atravessar

para

outra

margem

ou filtros

ambientais

(Tuomisto &

Ruokolainen 1997, Crouch et al. 2018, Alves-Martins et al. 2019) são
necessários para manter espécies alopatricamente distribuídas ao longo de
um rio. Além disso, é possível que processos neutros e reduzida dispersão
através de um rio sejam possíveis mecanismos para manutenção da
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biodiversidade Amazônica. Esses processos podem permitir que duas
espécies competitivamente idênticas coexistissem por muitas gerações,
potencialmente facilitando processos (e.g. deriva genética e adaptação
local) que poderiam resultar em isolamento reprodutivo.
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